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Following the SecondVatican Council,the Catholic Church
has turned decisively to ecumenical dialogue and has had to
confront the reality that the Marian dogmas appear, to many, as
obstacles to, rather than avenues foq the proclamation of the
Gospel.The reasons for this assessment are obvious, as it has
generally been observed, for errample, by Kad Rahner, that the
basic presuppositions of a Protestant soteriology preclude
Mariology, while the basic presuppositions of a Catholic
soteriology clearly require it.l But, from an authentically
Catholic point of view,if a dogma is really adogma,it should
1Dr. Bulzacchelli is an Associate Professor ofTheology at Aqutnas College ln
Nashville,Tennessee. He completed hls doctorate ln 2012 
^t 
the Intemational Marian
Research Instltute;his dissenadonwas entitled.Mary and theActing personfnAnthro
pology of Farticipatory Redemption ln the Personalism of Iturol TfoJryla ,/ pope John
Frul tr."
t Karl Ralmer,"The Fundamental Principle of MarianTheologyi Marta:AJournat of
Marlan Studl.es (SheffieldAcademic Press,20OO):86-122 
€f ,n.8).Catholic sotefiology,
especially as it has developed in response to the issues ratsed during the protestant
Reformation and the polerrical posnrres assumed therein, has tended to emphasize the
involvement of hrman agency in the process of sal tion, protestant theory however,
ijnvolves, in the main, an emphasis on divine soverelgnty to the exclusion of human
agency in salvation. Our saftration comes to us entirely as a gift of grace, zuch that any
cooperation we can attdbute to the hurnan person must be regarded as an effect only,
and in no sense a component of the work of salvation. Mariology involves an explo
ration precisely ofthe question ofthe cooperation ofa pure creature in the process of
salvation, such that the whole soteriological point ofdispute between protestants and
Catholics stands or falls on the Marian question.
rxIV (2013) MARIAN STUDTES 85-109
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be expected to possess keryg;matic value-its proclamation
should elucidate the Gospel,precisely as"good news," and help
people find their way to embracing the truth ofJesus Christ as
God's self-revelation. That this truth at times evades even
Catholics is symptomatic of a deeper problem that,in its most
serious manifestations, has led to a general deadening of the
faith even in the hearts of many who claim to believe, and who,
thus, profess to be "devout Catholics" while holding views
about the universe, about human life and its meaning, about
morality, and about God and our relationship with him, that
contradict the fundamental truths of revelation.We see our-
selues as believers,but,like the dismissive crowds who scoffat
the Madman in Nietzsche's aphorism about the death of God,
cannot recognize that our own minds and hearts have long
since turned from the faith,2 and remain tethered to it today
only by the drawn-out thread of our baptismal gament,unrav-
eling but unbreakable, thanks to the infinite mercy of
God, who works in the sacfaments regardless of our own
unworthiness.
But this is the occasion that has inspired a call for a "New
Evangehzation" of cultures in which Christianify enjoys a long
historybut which have become"lukewarm"in their adherence
to the faith, or have even begun to enter upon a post{hristian
age.In this context, the Gospel must be preached anew;but
this means understanding the cultural situation of the present
time and place, and identiSing the way forward for the Gospel
message in this new context. In this paper, we will examine the
dogma of the Immaculate Conception in this light,considering
how that dogma has the powef to arouse in the hearts of
human beings living in the contempofaryWest, a fervent will
to believe the Gospel as "good news" for their own lives.And,
since our real interlocutor as concerns this point is not merely
the agnostic or the atheist, but also the Protestant, Evangelical,
or drifting Catholic, our focus in this paper will be to expose
the link between the dogma of the Immaculate Conception
and the need for a genuinely saving faith as it concerns those
2 Cf. Friedrich Nietzsche, Tbe Gay Scleltce wltb a Prelude to Rl4nnes and an
Appendls of Sor?gs, trans.Valter Kaufrnann (NewYork:vtntage Books, 1974)'In.P5.
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who already claim to believe, but who find difficulty in seeing
the place of Marian dogma in the message of the Gospel.We
will argue that the dogma of the Immaculate Conception pro-
vides us with a way of understanding-indeed, with the only
truly coherent way of understanding-how it is that the
Church can be indefectible while at once being comprised of
woefully deficient disciples, weak in faith. It helps us to see
how it could have been that Israel could be linked to the New
Covenant, and not merely divided from it, and that it could be
linked in a way that makes sense given what we have in com-
mon even now-our human frailty. But, before we attempt to
expfess the dogmatic content of the Tmmaculate conception
in theological terms,we should attempt to place the project of
the New Evangelnation in its appropriate historical contoil,
for that will help us identiff the problem the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception finally needs to address.
The Proiect of the New Evangelization
Pope PaulVI associated the New Evangehzation with the
Pentecost event described in theActs of theApostles,because
evangehzation, he insisted, belongs to the inner logic of
the Church from her very beginning.3 In this sense, insofar as
the renewal of the world in Christ through grace is the
Church's soterionomic mission, evangelization is always new.
This same insight lies behind KarolVojtyla's remark to Heffi
de Lubac in February of 1968 that, against the secularism that
threatens to pulverize the fundamental uniqueness of each
human person in the modern wodd,"we must oppose,rather
than sterile polemics, a kind of 'recapitulation' of the invio-
lable mystery of the person."aWojtyla wrote that letter to de
Lubac while writing TbeActing Person,frota cofirmentafy on
the Gospel, but the point remains relevant to an understand-
ing of the project of the New Evangehzation,nonetheless.It is
true to say that, insofar as the Gospel has to do with the
renewal of the world in the order of grace, it must always be,
r Pope PanlVI,"Xeglna CoellAddress'for pentecost Sunday, 17 M?ry 1970.
a Citedfrom,Henri de Lubac,/l tlte Serulce of tbe Cburcb:Henrl de Lubac RqIecK
on tbe Clrcttmstances Tbat Occasloned HlsWrlttngs,tws.Anne Etizahetlh Englund
(San Francisco: Communio Bookslgnatius press, 1993), I7l-172.
3
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in a certain sense,'new" to tlre wodd if it is to remain, peren-
nially,what itisfor the world.
The key to understanding the"newness"of the Gospel does
not lie, however, in the supposition that the Gospel is con-
stantly changing-constantly evolving along some Hegelian
dialectical path, such that what had come before is to be tran-
scended in favor of something else entirely, that the Christians
of yesterday would never be able to recognize as their own
faith. Rather, the idea is that the Gospel rests in the self-
revelation of God, who uttedy transcends the dimension of
chronological time, and yet, enters into it and shapes it, con-
forming it to himself.If we think of human history in this way,
then Einstein's insight that time and space are intertwined
becomes theologically useful to us.Time is a dimension of the
material wodd, and is, in that sense, itself, matter-it has a cer-
tatrn sbape and takes a, cefi,lin form, i]ust as it has a kind of
quantitJ.In Greek, this idea was represented by the word
2gp6vog (cbronos). But in God's self-revelation, that which is
beyond time, and thus, beyond matter, enters in and gives
matter-and time-an otherwise unattainable shape and form.
The use of the Greek word rcatp6q (katros) in the New
Testament represents this idea.And it is here that we under-
starnd how the Gospel is always new and yet always one and,
from age to age, the same. Another Greek word-66ypa
(d,ogma)-is used by the Church to represent this reality.5
s'Ihe word 6Cryp a (dogma) does appear to Scriptune (Luke 2:l$,cts l6:4,17:7;Eph.
2:L5;Col.2:14),where its use is sometimes according to the ancielt secular and polit-
ical meaning of the term, indicating a "decree " promulgated by the competent author-
Ity. E.g.,"It came to be in those days lthatl a decree (66fpo) went out from Caesar
Augustus [that] each and every [resident] ofthe inhabited world should be registered"
(Luke 2:l). tn this conterc, the term is employed to lndicate a manifestatlon of author-
ity, and thus represents an assertion of power and a kind of"self reveladon."Actualy'
that meaning is well-represented in the pfesent passage,because the act ofcensus tak-
ing fepresented a form of political aggrandizement, as tJre ruler could assert at once,
"I am the nrler of all I surveyi and,"In the territorles to which I lay clatm' I govern a
populous of this many."Tellingly, in the OldTestament, we read about David's folly tn
ordering a census of Israel, incurring God's wrath (2 Sam.24:l-25,1 Chron. 2l:1-30),
and which the Chronicler attributes to a Satanic temptation (l Chron.21:l).In the Old
Testament, censuses are valid in Gods eyes only when fu himself orders them'Thus,
ln the NewTestament, when the word 661po comes to be used ln connectiofl to the
4
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So,it is dogma that remains of the Gospel as it is given and
receivedin everygeneration andin everyplace of humanhabi-
tation.To use a scholastic mode of expression,then,we would
say that the "matter" of the Church's doctrinal articulations
across time and cultures is the historicity of the people who
must receive the Gospel, while the "form" is the dogma itself
that comes to shape that historicfy as the Gospel pemeates
the"soil"of the culture,and of the human heart.The Gospel,in
other words, a.s dogma,is preverbal, and apprehended through
the eyes of faith as what the NewTestament writers described
in terms of"vision."6This metaphor indicates the specific qual-
ity of dogma as mystery-puorlprov (mysterton)-that which
is hidden from view, precisely in its proximity to us, requiring
a new mode of awareness to facilitate orrr perception of it.Th€-
ologians would eventually explain that mystery is that which
cannot be seen as such, but instead provides the light by which
all else can be seen anew.Dogma comes to be perceived more
fully,more deeply,and more clearly,overtime,because it is mys"
terious;but it is given, in itself, whole and entire in God's self-
revelation: Jesus Christ.
Now, this brief lesson in the relationship befween dogrna
and doctrine as a correlate to eternity and time may seem
somewhat remedial, but it has relevance for the question at
hand.There has to be some "newness" in the Gospel's con-
frontation with the world, such that the world can be con-
fronted-convicted-and renewed by it.And it is here that
the early Christians spoke of rcrlpdypcrt oq (kirygmatos)-the
quality of a truth, or in the presentation of a truth, that opens
the heart to receive it. For all the unquestionable benefits the
Scholastics left the Church in the high Middle Ages, it must
be admitted that theology, to its gfeat detriment, saw a dis-
tancing between doctrine and kerygma..The task of formulat-
ing doctrine to express the dogma received in faith gradually
became not only a distlnct task, but, in fact, a separate task
activities of the church and apostolic judgment, the implication is th4t tlese judg-
ments are undertaketat God's conmand as a m2nifesitarion of b/s authority, and thus,
an act of God's self-revelation.
6The word qe&opar(tbeaomaD me,'ns"to g^ze upon,""to look upon,."to contem-
plate,""to behold,' ori to see with the eyes of the rnjnd."
5
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from preaching the Gospel to enliven the heart of the hearer
so as to awaken in him the desire and will to believe.Truth
was seen more and more as belonging to the intellect,not the
heart, until, eventually, adherence to the Gospel became, for
some, adherence to a set of doctrinal formulas dispassion-
ately affirmed.In time, this separation, relegatlng the whole
of theology to the status of an intellectual exercise, allowed
confusion to develop over the important difference between
actual docrinal articulations of the Church and expert theo-
logical opinion drawn-again, with increasingly dispassion-
ate consistency-from previously accepted propositions.
Sometimes those opinions were deeply disturbing to the
a'veruge believer, but were still, frequently, mistaken for doc-
trine by those who affirmed them. On the matter of particular
predestination and reprobation, for example, a view widely
accepted by the Scholastics, St.Ignatius of Loyola, rnhis Spir'
Itual Exercises, simply advised his priests to avoid the subject
in preaching the Gospel."Although there is much truth in the
assertion that no one can save himself without being predes-
tined and without having faith and gacei he explains,'we
must be very cautious in the mannerof speaking and commu-
nicating with others about these things. . . .We ought not, by
way of custom, to speak much of predestination. . . ."7
Nowthere can be no question that the Gospel does contain
"hard sayings" that challenge the hearer's will to believe. Some
of these are directly acknowledged as such in the Bible itself.8
So, on this basis,Ignatius'advice does not immediately appear
problematic.The real issue, we suggest,lies in the fact that he
thinks he has identified an element of dogma that generally
ought not be preached-that he has distilled an aspect of
God's self-revelation that it is imprudent to reveal to others.
7 Ignatius ofloyola ,sptrttual Exerclses, $$ 14 and l5,tn Ignattus oflnyola,Sptrltual
Er.erc*es and selzctedworks,d.GeoBe E.Ganss,SJ.,The Classics ofwestern spiritu-
alitfA ubraf,y of the Grvat Sptritual Masters (Mahwah, NJ: Faulist Press,l99D,2l3.
8 E.g.,tn the Bread of Life Discourse tnJohn's Gospel l6:2463)Jesus'hearers clearly
fnd his words disturbing, asking one another,'How does he have ttre power of oper-
ation @6E 66varan= Pos dJmata, to give us his flesh to ea;t?" (v.5z),ald again'"This
is the unyielding word @rl4p6g donv 6 )61oq oritog = s&/dr:os estln lto logos outos).
Who has the power of operation @69 66vomr) to hear it?" (v.6O).
6
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Pope Pius KI addressed precisely this sort of error when he
said that, "Mysteries revealed by God cannot be harmful to
men, nor should they remain as treasures hidden in a field, use-
less.They have been given from on high precisely to help the
spiritual progress of those who study them in a spirit of piety."r
Ignatius'error occurs precisely at the point at which we lose
sight of this fact and disallow the kerygmatic quality of a
proposition to direct our theological opinions, thus, consign-
ing doctrinal development to an artificially academic realm,far
removed from the pastoral pulpose that ought to stand as its
immediate concern.
The project of the New Evangelizatton,then, understood as
the Church's refocused interest in evangelization's prerequi-
site quality of perpetual newness,repfesents an effort to place
the kerygmatic value of dogmatic truth at the center of doctri-
nal articulation and pastoral initiative.This effort requires the
recognition of the culturo-historical "mafrer" into which the
Gospel is being offered for reception.to "Why," we must ask,
r Pope Pius )ilI, encyclical lette\Mystlc-, coryods Clxrtstt (29 June f943), $ 10'
vatican translation.
r0 writing about the Dutch Catechism (De Nleuue KatecrJkantts,
getoofsuerkondlglng uoor uolwassenez) publtshed by the bishops ofthe Nethedands
n 19& as the ffrst attempt by a regional synod to produce a Catechism in the post-
Vatican tr period, for which he had both praise and criticism,Joseph Ratzinger makes
e(actly this point, describtng it as the necessary evangelical mandate of the Church
today.He writes,"[Tlhe fact that the teaching on ortginal sin [ln the Dutch Catechism]
is unsatisfuctory in many respects, like the deficiencies of its teaching on redemption
and the Eucharist, is only partly a failure of this book and of the particular path that it
has chosen; to a considerable extent it is dso simply an enpression of the critical state
of theology as a whole when faced with these problems,which demand a fundamen-
tally new reflection and a ney/ expression that has not yet been discovered in a con-
vincing manner. Of course, one can repeat the classical formulas. But ultimately that
accomplishes little.There has to be a new inquiry into what they mean, into the matter
behind these formulas.That appears to be possible only by translatingThen intoToday,
a process tJrat must be carried out withinthe scholady reflection of theology;but then
that demands a further and separate step oftranslating what has been grasped through
ttrat reflection into the language ofpreaching.Thus two extremely difficult translation
processes are required, in which there is more than one [potential] source of errors.
But that does not relieve us of the duty to get to work" (oseph Ratzinger,"Theology
and Preaching in the Dutch Catechism,"trans.MichaeU.Miller,in Benedict XVl,oseph
Ratzinger, Dogma and Preacblng: AppWnC Cbrtstlan Doc'tdne to Dal'l1t Ll'fe,
unabridged ed.,trans.MichaelJ. Miller and MatthewJ. O'Connell,ed. MichaelJ. Miller
7
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"and on what basis, would our intedocutor perceive the news
of Jesus Christ, and of any particular dimension of that reality,
as'good' and'to be embraced,' even when dimcdt?"
If we think of the project of a "New Evangelnation" as a
hermeneutical paradigm, in other words, then it consists in the
recognition that every dogmatic assertion must possess a
kerygmatic center, which itself must hold essentially positive,
rather than negative, kerygmatic value.A theological assertion
tlrat,when propedy understood in its core,makes reception of
the Gospel distasteful in principle-worse than what our inter-
locutor abeady believes about reality-cannot be properly
dogmatic, for it is not propedy "evangelistic"; there is no
"Gospel" there. Even the so-called "hard sayings" in the Bible
must possess such a center with its positive kerygmatic value,
therefore, and it is among the tasks of today's theologians to
find ways of exposing that kerygmatic center in new contexts.
The doctrine of original sin provides an excellent example of
this issue, and it will lead us, then, directly into the central ques
tion fof us in the present study, namely, the kerygmatic center
of the dogrna of the Immaculate Conception.
Original Sin
The docftine of original sin clearly involves a kind of "hard
sayingi especially in the contemporary context.Today, people
approach the world from a sort of neo-Pelagian point of view,
imagining children as possessed of an original angelic purity
and innocence, and, thus, as totipotent seeds of kindness, com-
passion, generosity, and hope for a future better than the past.
lsan Francisco:Ignatius Press, 201 ll, 597 4 Q3) ifhese cornments were originally made
in a lecnrre "given to the Catholic Student Uniol at the Universify of Ti.ibingen on
October 28,1968,then repeated in Fassau,Heidelberg,Ulm,and foran ecumenical dis.
cussion group in Tiibingen" (Ratzinger,'Theology and preaching in the Dutch
Catecbism,59, n.l).The reader will note that Ratzinger is employing the matter-form
analogy somewhat differently here than we do in the body of the present article, but
that his overall point remains essentially the same.As concefirs the Dutch Catechism,
we should note, further, that, while enthusiastically embraced upon its initial publica-
tion, and quickly translated into several additional languages, numerous significant
doctrinal deficiencies were widely noted by theologians and ecclesiastics in the years
immediately following its first appearance.While the Dutch hierarchy resisted amend.
ments to the text,today the document no longer b€ars a canonically valid,trnprlmntur.
8
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The erroneous perception of children as originally pure holds
a positive kerygmatic value for the modern v/estern person,
because it represents the possibility of cultural salvation in the
wake of a history fraught with violence, despair, sloth, and sel-
fish ambition. Each child is a fresh staft for humanity, inclusive
of the possibility of finally getting it right. People are invested
in this neo-Pelagian thesis; they uant it to be true, and have a
will to believe that it is.
At first sight, then, the doctrine of original sin seems unlikely
to offer any dogmatic truth.Where would be its kerygmatic
center? To the contemporary intedocutor, original sin strikes
us as unfair. Given our contemporary atomistic anthropology,
we see no jusffication for the view that ababy should be born,
as we say,"in sin" on account of another pefson's act.There is
no social contract that could rightfufly obligate a child, from
birth, to the sins of an unknown and archaeologically undis.
coverable ancestor. But, more than that, original sin means that
our children are born with a tendency to sin and an incapacity
to love as they ought.They are not so innocent and compas
sionate after all, but selfish, just like their parents. Long before
birth,it seems,each one of us is already doomed to fail. So the
future for our children, our children's children, and their chil-
dren's children, will surely look the same as orrr past.We hear
echoes of Qoheleth explaining that all in the world is futility,
and there is nothing really new under the sun.lr If we are to
succeed, in the contemporaryWest, in helping our intedocutor
once again to embrace the Gospel, which does involve this
"hard sayingithen we will have to recognize the reasons for its
initial rejection;for in that recognition lies the key to discover-
ing the "newness" of the dogmatic content of the teaching,
with its positive kerygmatic value.
To be sure,we are motiyated to reject the idea of original sin
because we find too dark to navigate that horizon of odstence
in which every generation looks essentially the same as our
own, with all its faults and failures-that there is no socio
political, econornic, of technical vaccine against selfishness,
vice, and debauchery and that each human being born in this
It Cf. Eccles. 1:2-9.
9
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history is somehow harmed, both inwardly and outwardly,
because of a long-forgotten transgression perpetrated by a per-
son none of us has ever met. It seems uniust, and irreconcilable
with our contemporary anthropological presuppositions,
iuridical expectations, and socio-political aspirations. But
what, then, is really the alternative to original sin, given the
undeniable failure and suffering we all experience throughout
the wodd,and in our own lives,in every generation?
No one can seriously deny that there is sin in the world,
without first denying the concept of sin altogether. Few are
really willing to do that in any consistent way, because it flies
in the face of the givenness of human experience, as we have
already described it.To put it more orplicitly,however,denying
sin means denying that we are accountable to ourselves and
others at this level we call "moral," and that people, including
oufselves, often fail to satisff that accountabilify in our actions.
We may be able to deny the existence of God or of the God of
the Bible;we can say that there is no absolute giver of moral
norrns, and attempt to cast moral nomativify within a mal'
leable framework,but we cannot in honesty to ourselves deny
that we live in relation to others-to other selves, like us,
capable of thinking and acting and determining our own
conduct-and that this basic mode of human existence gives
rise to the realm of responsibility. Indeed, we may say that liv'
ing in relation to other selves simply rneans thatwe live within
the realm of responsibility, whether we like it or not, and that,
for this reason, all human beings-or nearly all human beings-
experience as self-evident the imperative to be"morally goodi
and the limitations of our own response to that imperative.
Now; in the contemporary world, following Sartre and
Nietzsche, we would very much like to deny sin and finally
move beyond "good" and "evili but we cannot really do so;for
denying sin,once agun,means denying what is given in human
experience as the basic mode of our distinctly personal enis
tenceAnd given, then, that we are unwilling, or philosophically
incapable of really doing that, it follows that there is sin in the
world, since we do, in fact,fall short in our actions within this
realm of responsibility.f, then, we deny orlginal sin, while
accepting personal sin, we are each forced to admit a
10
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staggering and now incomprehensible proposition: "everyone
I have ever met, inclusive, first of all, of myself, whom I know
better than anyone else, has sinned, at least venially."We all"fall
short of the mark"of what the moral good really calls us to do
and to be in our lives.l2
But because our starting premise remains fundamentally
atornistic, each person's sins are entirely his own;they remain
only with himself, and do not touch others in any direct and
necessary way. Our sins are incommunicable. My sin is mine,
and mine alone. No one else is implicated in my sin and-this
is the darker side-I am definitively alone in my sin, such that
no one can take my sin upon himself. Even if we deny a fully
biblical sense of sin involving Covenant with the One True
God, sin, in some meaningftrl and serious sense, remains an
undeniable fact about the world;and,within a purely atomistic
anthropology,w€ are stuck with it.r3
It is precisely here, however, that the positive kerygmatic
value of the dogmatic core of whatwe call"original sin"begins
to show itself.The dogmatic content of the doctrine of original
sin is that human beings are so inescapably bound-up together
that one person's moral characterimplicates thewhole human
family, such that sin, though a possibility in all our lives, is, on
r2The Greek opopr6vtu (arnartano) is the conslstent rendering throughout the
NewTestament of the word we r€nderin Fngllsh as"sin."It means,literally,"to miss the
mark."Its distinctly covenantal implications come from the revelation-fully unfolded
in the Incamationwherein the OldTestament thrgads of"Son of God"and'Son of Man"
become one in the Christ-that the "mark'ln question is the unending life of interper-
sonal Covenant with God.Thus Ratzinger says, on this point, that,"The essence of sin
can only be understood in an anthropology of relation, not by looking at an isolated
human betng. Such an anthropology is even more essential in the case of grace"
(oseph Cardinal Ratzinge! Daugbter Zlon: Medltatlons on tbe Cburcb\ Marian
Betlef,trzrs.JobnM. McDermott, SJ. lsan Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1983],69).Thus the
flight to an atomistic worldview seerns to find as its first moti tion the attempt to
avoid the implication, and thus the imposition of the other-namely, the re'lm of
responsibility-with its concomitant implication of sin, by which, should we admit it
to consciousness, we ffnd ourselves accused and convicted.
rr 
"We could therefore describe original sin," says Ratdnger,"as a statement about
God's evaluation of man; evaluation not as something ortemal, but as a revealing of the
very depths of his interior being. It is the collapse of what man is, both in his origin
from God and in hirnself, the contradiction between the will of the Creator and man's
empirical being" (Patdnge\ Daugb ter Z lo n, 7 O).
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the basis of our interconnectedness,reuerslble, and restoration
to purity from a state of sin is also possible for us, at least in the-
ory.We could be restored from sin through the righteousness
of another person, provided the right person would come
along-an infinitely expansive person, who could communi-
cate righteousness without reserve and remain infinitely right-
eous in the process, even while receiving to himself all the
implications of our own sins as they emerge from the finitude
and woeful constriction of our wretchedness.This paradox at
the dogmatic core of the doctrine of original sin discloses the
dogma's positive kerygmatic value: In Jesus of Nazareth, God
has entered into human existence in precisely this way, and
has both fully disclosed and fundamentally altered-even
across time and space-the anthropological state of affairs that
binds us inexorably to the moral limitations imposed on
human life and conduct by the presence of sin in the world.
Scotus' Argument for the Immaculate Conception
So,turning at last to the figure of Mary,we may consider the
problem of her Immaculate Conception along similar lines.
What, we must ask, is the kerygmatic center of this dogma?
'What is its positive kerygmatic value?Why would we uant it
to be true? What in this dogma cuts to the heart of the "good
news" ofJesus Christ and awakens in us the will to believe?
Duns Scotus had answered this question at the end of the
thirteenth centurywhen he orplained that a Perfect Redeemer
wouldhave to be someonewho redeems at least some one per-
son perfectly, and that to be perfectly redeemed meant being
spared, not only the consequences of sin, but sin itself-for it
is worse, according to Scotus, to be sinful interiody than it is
even to go to hell. In the classical mode of argument a.fortiori,
Scotus identifies the Vrgin Mary as this "perfectly redeemed
personi and, thus, as the evidence that, indeed, we have a
Perfect Redeemer after all.ra A great deal has happened,
14 In his Ordlnatlo,Scotlts writes that "a most perfect mediator has a most perfect
act of mediatlon possible with respect to some person for whom he lntercedes,-
therefore,Christ had the most perfect degree ofmediation possible in regard to some
person wlth respect to whom he was mediator;but v/ith respect to no person did he
have a more excellent degree than as regards Mary;therefore etc. But this would only
12
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philosophically, theologlcally, and culturally in the intervening
centuries, however.What would we say today?
Once again, the Project of the New Evangelization is not
only a matter of preaching the Gospel in our own time, but
preaching the Gospel in our own culture-a culture once
strongly Christian, in which most of us bear the vestigial
imprints of the faith into which we were most likely baptaed,
even if denominational boundaries have become increasingly
porous. Most of us, in other words, identi$ as Christian, but we
are poorly catechized, have little sense of dogma, and do not
know what makes Christianity really unique among the reli-
gions of the world beyond a few purely historical claims and
concrete acts, the meaning of which escapes us. Indeed, many
of those who identi$ as Christian today do not even feel con-
fident, as we have already said, that Christianity as unique
among the religions of the world. So, even if we grant that we
have managed to lead our intedocutor into the inner meaning
of original sin,ourproblems in communicating the kerygmati-
centef of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception do not
come to an end.Despite Scotus'penetrating response from the
high MiddleAges,however satisffing it may be for one who still
thinks, in general,like a Christian to begin with, other dfficul-
ties emerge in the contemporary mind that place us in a
posture of resistance to the dogma and blind us to what Scotus
had seen and tried to show us.
be because he merited to pneserve her from original stn @, dist. 3, q.l, contra IrrT_
mum,tzken from,John Duns Scotus,rq?ur euestlorts on Mary,trans.Allan B.W.olter,
O.EM. [Saint Bonaventure, Ny:The Franciscan lnstitute, 2000]). In the same place, Sco_
tus says again:"a more perfect medlator merits the removal of all punishment from the
percon v/hom he reconciles; but original sin is a greater punlsbment than the loss of
dlvine vision,... since sin is the greatest punishment an lntellecfual nature can suffer:
therefore if christ has reconciled us most perfectly to God, he has merited this most
grave punishment itself be taken from someone-but only tn regard to hls mother. . ."(m, dfst. 3, q. l, contra prlmun). Still again, he writes, "It is commonly assumed, how-
ev€r, that he [Christ] was so perfect a mediator for some person-say Mary_that he
preserved her from all actual sin.wtry then should perfect mediation not be from orig-
lnal sin as well?'(m, dist. 3, q. l,contra prlrnum).
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Physicalist Thinking as a Contemporary Obstacle to
Reception of the Dogrna
First among these difficulties is the fact that contemporary
human beings are tacitly, if not consciously, materialist or phys'
icalist in their ontology.This view was fare in Scotus'time and,
so. was not the source of his intedocutors'resistance to the
dogma. Physicalism, however, presents dfficulties for commu-
nicating the kerygmatic center of the dogma of the Irnmacu-
late Conception today. Even if we could transcend the
limitations of a purely atomistic anthropology, how could Mary
be conceivedwithout original sin if the concept of original sin
is rooted in the interconnectedness of all human life? For
materialists, the wodd is a fluctuating sea of energy states all
interacting with one anothef' each influencing the whole.
Granting that this fact extends into a materialist anthropology,
we would ask whether it must then be the case that, if Mary is
immaculately conceived in the midst of a fallen wodd, she is
somehow disconnected from the rest of us entirely, and in no
need of salvation? In that event, the Immaculate Conception
could still be factual, but it would be irrelevant soteriologically
and eschatologically, since, in her separateness from us, Mary's
righteousness has no implications in our lives or our wodd of
relations. She belongs to an alternate universe and bleeds
through to ours as an anthropological singularity.Ironically, in
other words, from a quantum-based model of materialism,
which might abeady avoid the problem of an atomistic anthrG
pology, the Immaculate Conception would seem to introduce
Itomism in the case of this one person,where before,it existed
nowhere in the cosmos.
The argument, in other words, rests upon the premise that
Mary would stand over-against the universe as an atom isolated
from the system;but we have already seen that the world sim-
ply does not work this way.So the theological challenge in the
iace of anuanced materialist mode of thought is a dfficult one.
'We are dealing here, not necessarily with a well-thought-out
worldview according to which the whole question of Chris'
tianity stands as a stark alternative,but a general habit of mind,
pre-conscious and unreflective, in spite of which a person may
hold on to various theses irreconcilable with it.The "renewal
14
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of the mind"r5 that reception of the Gospel must finally bring
about-what the New Testament authors call perdvorcr(metanoia)r6-in most cases begins slowly. So the first chal,
lenge is to face the question of whetherthe idea of the Immac-
ulate Conception is, in fact, a singularity, falling outside the
structure of this universe and thus irrelevant to it. Might it be
possible, instead, to break the law of sin from within this
universe, such that the Immaculate Conception does not imply
separateness, and thus does have an influence on this
universe?
Democratic Egalitarian Sensibilities and the Finitude
of Time and Space as Contemporaf,y Obstacles to
Reception of the Dogma
Indeed,the perception of Mary's sepafateness is a meaning-
ful obstacle to reception of the dogma of the Immaculate Con-
ception today,for it reflects two further issues we will have to
address in providing some means of approach to the Gospel in
the hearts of the contemporary interlocutor.The first is the pre-
vailing democratic egalitarian sensibility that colors our per-
ceptions of nearly every aspect of social life, and the second is
the fact that our materialist presuppositions, however uncon-
sciously adopted, restfict our ability to entertain possibilities
concerning time and space. Furthermore, it is important to
note that the two problems are actually intertwined from
beginning to end.
That said,from the point of view of the prevailing democra-
tic egalitarian sensibility, the privilege of the Immaculate Con-
ception appeaf,s unfair.If God could fix the problem of sin and
rs Rom.l2:2.
16 Literally, this term means a rnoulng-beyond-one's-tltougbt, and has the implica-
tTon of repentance,whereby one comes to think differently about one's conduct and
life so as to tnnr to other paths. It thus also impkes conuerslon.\Fe should oote, of
course, tfiat the truly optimistic quality associated with petfvoro (metanoln) lt t!rc
NewTestament should be seen as a development for this word in its appropriation by
christlanity, slnce christianity acrua[y provides for the possibllity ofgenuine absolu-
tlon from sin. Recognizing the error of our ways and desiring to llve a different sort of
Iife now meets with a real possibilityfor such a transformation ln the concreteness of
our own personal existence.
15
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fallenness just by willing it mray,as (apparently) in the case of
Mary, why should the rest of us be subjected to it? From this
starfing point, the Immaculate Conception makes God seem a
capricious sadist who makes us suffer purely for the sake of
enacting some grand drama in which one person' no better,
otherwise, than the rest of us, becomes a "queen" who stands
entifely above the "law" of the human condition.Those of us
who,though fallen,wish to be good, cannot help but recognize
how difficult a thing it is to achieve, or even to approximate'
in our present condition. So Mary, once again, appears removed
from our daily lives, unable to relate to us, no matter how much
she may think she does,from her celestial throne.
Today's democratic egalttafian,however, tends to think, as
we have akeady said, with a matertLlist habit of mind, and
thus prefers to think of Mary instead, as a kind of Cinderella,
who began life in a state of marginalization,oppressed by sys-
tems of power to which she found herself subiect, and from
which she was calculatingly disenfranchised.This Mary need
not have differed from us in terms of her spiritual condition
at the moment of conception, for her significance is under-
stood in sociological, rather than ontological, terms.To even
the score, then, the divine justice sets things right for her by
elevating her to a status above that from which she had been
excluded in the past, and the figure of Mary becomes an
image of vindication for the downtrodden.Tendencies in con-
temporary feminist Mariology sometimes reflect these sensi-
bilities, in particular those modeled on the premises of cer-
tain theologies of liberation that take their cue more from
Marxist materialism than from the Christic eschatology of the
NewTestament.lT
Now,the Church has never seen Marian privilege as a form
of elitism, but given contemporary sensibilities' we must be
cogrttzant of the factthat people do perceive classical Marian
teaching in that way, particularly in light of the excesses
in pious expression so forcefully condemned by Hans Urs von
Balthasar as deviations from a healthy Marian devotion, that
17 Cf., e.g., Elizabeth A. Johnson, Truly our Slster: A Ibeolngt of Mary tn the
Communlon of Salnts Q.ondon: BloomsburyAcademic, 2O06).
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needed to be corrected.l8 No one wants to be, today, as
Balthasar described it,Mary's"lackey."te people are expected to
have a bit more self-esteem.
We will return to this problem later.In the mean time,if our
intuition today bids us avoid the problem of Mary in much the
same way that Ignatius of Loyola had advised avoiding the
topic of predestination-on the grounds that what we have to
say will present obstacles to faith-then we should immedi
atelyfecognize that,somewhere along the way,we have made
a mistake.We have once again divorced dogma from kerygma,
and formulated our doctrinal articulations along distorted
lines. Genuine dogma is, again, "good news" lpso facto, so apfopef doctrinal articulation of it must possess a kerygmatic
center to awaken in the hearer a will to believe.
Indeed, not only is the dogma of the Immaculate Concep
tion a valid theological conclusion to be drawn from prior
afguments,but it also stands as an indispensable element in the
whole architecture of the faith-in the very logic of the Gospel
as"good news.'This is what pope pius IX meant rnfusbulllnef_
fabilts Deus, when he said that denying the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception makes shipwreck of the faith.zo
Nonetheless,what we need to hear in order to see the Gospel
as"Gospel"in one generation may not be the same as what we
need to hear in another to yield a similar effect. But it is helpftil
to recognize that the dogma of the Immaculate Conception
was pronounced as such at a particular moment in historynot
unlike ouf own, and not so very long ago.An understanding of
the situation in which this dogma w,rs pronounced will help
us to understand the crisis that either threatened the dogma,
such that it needed to be defined, or else that the dogma iiself
was seen to resolve.
te Hans Urs von Balthasar, Tbec>Drama:Ibeologlcal Dramatlc IheoqLyol3:Tbe
Dralnatls Perconae:Tvte Percon ln cbdst,ttans. Graham Haf,rison (san Francisco:
Ignatius Press, 1992), 3 7 U3 | 5.
tg Balthasa\ Ih e t>Dram.a, 3 :31 4.
20 Cf. Pope Pius D! encyclical lette\ Inefl,ebills Deus (g December 18j4), in
lreinrich Denznger, Encbtrldlan grmbolmuln definltlonurn et declaratlonum de
rebots tvdet et n orun lcompendlurn of creeds, Definttlons, and Declaratlolts on
Matters of Faltb and Morakl,Iatin-English, ed. peter Hiinermann,43rd ed. (San
Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2012), g 2aM.lHeratter referred to as Denzinger.l
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Now, in the middle nineteenth cenfury' the secular democ-
ratic revolution out of which today's egalitarian sensibility
emerged was in full force throughout the western wodd, and
the Church was under assault on all sides.It is important to
understand this-the situation of the United States, in which
there existed only an unenforceable bigotry against Catholics,
but otherwise broad religious freedom and clear restrictions
upon the reach of the secular power into the governance of
the Church was unique in this period. Everywhere else, the
Church struggled against the same forces of secularization
that, in their maturity, would eventually become the regimes of
oppression we associate with the atrocities of the twentieth
century under the National Socialists in Germany, the Stalinist
Marxists in the Soviet Union, and the Maoists in the People's
Republic of China. But behind these movements, which,
though in seminal form, already covered much of the globe
in the time of Pius D(,was an affirmation of a basically materi-
alistic view of the universe, at the time, called "naturalism."As
we noted earlier, the contemporary egalitarian sensibility and
a materialist or physicalist view of reality are interrelated prob-
lems for the task of the New Evangelnatton. From the materi-
alist perspective, everything important happens in the here
and now-within the framework of time and space'There is
nothing outside this realm to have its influence, and the
Church, in proposing that our conduct should be governed by
the recognition of such an influence, deals in what Marn had
called, "ideologyi and what Freud had called, "delusioni2r such
that she is viewed as an apparatus of human oppression, a kind
of "opiatei as Mar:r had described it,"of the peoplelzz
This was the sening of the papacy of Pius Dlwho, against ttre
philosophical underpinnings of these secular matefialist move-
ments had published his now infrmo w Sylla'bors of Errors.23 And
2r Signund Freud,Moses altd Monotbelsn, An OutlCne of PrycboAnalysls and
otberworks,Yol.ffiIIrnTbe staldard Edttton of tbe complcte Psyctrolaglca'lworks
of Stgmund. Freud', ed.J. Strachey (London: Hogarth Press 
'1937-L93D'
22 l<^fI l{^fx,"Introduction to a contribution to Hegel's Philosophy of Right,"
Deutscl>hanz\s*cbeJabrbucber Q & 10 February 1844).
23 Pope Pius D! Sylla.bus of Enors (8 December r862).This sy[abus appears as an
appendix to Pius D('s encyclical letlet gLranta cTtra,ln which he would address in
greater detail the naturatist and secularls;t presuppositions associated wittr the rise of
Socialism and totalitarian Statism.
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it is our contention that the proclamation of the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception of theVirgin Mary has everything to do
with this state of affairs.The FirstVatican Council, we should
note by way of the evidence of symbolism, was opened on the
Feast of the Immaculate Conception, g December lg59: the
fifteenth anniversary of the publication of Ineffabitis Deus.za
It should be obvious to any attentive student of history and
current affairs what relevance all of this has to the present con-
text, in which very much, indeed, of what pius D( had con-
fronted is now being relived.We need not rehearse the details.
What is more important, though, from a theological point of
view,is the relationship between the dogma of the Immaculate
Conception and the secularist materialism pius D( seemed to
think it opposed.It was apparently his view that the k.ryg-
matic center of this dogma offered an antidote to modern
secular matefialism, awakening in modern 621, 1yfu6 still
remembered being Christian, the will to believe once more,
and to taste again with delight what had been left to grow stale
in the dark corners of his heart.There can be no question that
this very same situation prevails in the world today, and,
thus, that the very same key unlocks the very same cage that
holds the Gospel in confinement. Let us try to understand it.
Karl Manr had righrly seen human beings as fundamentally
relational,not as atomistic.We live in the contqrt of relationship-
as intemeliated. But Marx, in espousing an errclusively materialist
understanding of being, had rejected the whole metaphysical
range of reality, and thus, necessarily, the dimension of the infinite
in his ontology and,finally,the unbounded in interpersonal rela-
tionality.In doing so,he reduced ourworld of relations to awodd
framed by structures of power designed, consciously or uncon-
sciously, to secure the privileges of the strong against the legiti-
mate needs of the weak.The ancient Greek notion of nleov{rc(pl.eonaci.a)-an insatiable appetite for material goods-enisted,
for Ma:x, within the neopagan framework of irremediable
scarcity.There would never be any more matefial than there is
right now,but our desire forwhat there is can never be satisfied.
So b;' denying the dimension of the infinite-the dimension of
2a Indeed, according to an editorial nore in Derzinger (43rd ed., p. 590), pius' syl_
Iabus had actually been under compilation for at least ten years. pius having hoped to
include it as an appendix tohisbull lnefabilts Deus,a.
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God-Marx abandons the Christian and explicttly Augustinian
response to the problem of material finitude: the capax Dei,on
accbunt of which we hunger spiritually for that whictr only the
truly Infinite can provide,namely God. bimself.zs
But if the world is framed on this Marxist paradigm, then
what we perceive in the Christian context as "fallenness" is
accounted for by Manr in terms of the basic mode of material
being, and this means that our lives are framed, necessarily, by
alienation.We can make alienation wofse, or we can diminish
it, but we can never finally transcend it, because the fundamen-
tal limitedness of the matefial universe, coupled with human
pleonexiaandthe lack of anylnfinite goodwithwhich it could
be satisfied, pits us against one anothet in a master-slave
dynamism framed by systems of power and exploitation.There
is,for Ma::r,no"original sini for there was never any truly pris'
tine state;what we have today is not a matter of"fallenness"but
of "finitude," and thre escbaton is, itself, only an adiustment
within these limitations,not a movement beyond them in the
proper sense.Within this context, the knmaculate Conception
and its correlate dogmas of the PerpetualVirginity' the Divine
Maternity, and the Assumption, are simply defined away, while
Christianity, if it is to survive in any form whatever, must be cast
in terms of materialism.26
A New Approach to the Dogma of the Imrnaculate
Conception: Finding Its Kerygmatic Center
If, however, the Immaculate Conception has any meaning at
all,it must first mean that Mary's purity is not the product of any
action she performs within the limitations of this world,nor of
any social situation from which she may have benefitted, but,
instead,that it comes ftombeyond the boundaries of time and
space. She does not suffer the alienating implications of
Marxist finitude at anypointin herlife,not even in hervery con-
ception.Again, the Immaculiate Conception pfesupposes that
2t Augustine, Co nfesslnns, l. L.
x For a magisterial trsatment of this influence in the tfmUng of Christians, see'
congregation forthe Doctrine of theEalth,Instructla de qulbusdam ratlonlbtts'Tbe'
olnglae Llberatlonts " (6 !$g!$ l9A4).
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more exists than we can measure or touch-that something
truly unbounded enists,and that it somehow intersects with the
world of our enperience. Finitude is not mere finintde. for it
stands in relation to the Infinite.If that were not the case, then
Mary, in her conception in time and space, would have had to
have been conceived within all the limits imposed by material
scarcity, destined to take her place in the master-slave qrnarnic
of perpetual and inexorable alienation.But in Christian thought,
that subjugation to material limitation,which Ma::r is partly cor-
rect in identiffing, is not seen as the inescapable condition of
human existence but as "fullennessi and, in this context, our pri-
mal alienationfrom the first moment of ourexistence in aworld
so structured is called"original sin."Within the assertion of the
event of the Immaculate Conception of theVrgin Mary,thus,lies
the assertion that she has completely escaped that alienation,
even from the first moment of her odstence. and can thus live
her whole life transcendent of the limitations of material
scarcity.Whatever the seemingly inescapable course of things,
the Immaculate Conception means that something else
occurred in Mary's case-some*ring other than a life framed
within the bounds of material limitation-and, thus, that some-
thing else is truly possible for us as well, precisely because she
differs from us in no otherway than this.
Mary, in other words, is not a singularify, separate from
everyone else in our universe, because she herself belongs to
an alternate reality. The Immaculate Conception does not
mean that she comes into the world from a parallel dimension
and can never really be involved in our fives and our condi-
tion.It does not mean that there is something very special
about Mary that has nothing to do with the rest of the human
race. Instead, the Immaculate Conception means that there
exists a Power truly beyond the universe, outside the con-
straints of the finite-the Infinite itself-which, entering into
Maryenterstbrouglt Mary,into the whole realm of finitude.In
this fact,we can see how the Immaculate Conception and the
Incarnation belong together inseparably in precisely the way
Pius D( would have meant in the assertion of the knmaculate
Conception as properly dogmatic.
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The Immaculate Conception, then, points beyond this world
to the Infinite and the Eternal. But what would we say to those
who already accept as much and,yet, still deny the Immaculate
Conception, and think that other facts more universally
attested can achieve the same dogmatic goal? We would say
that they are correct in this assessment,asfat as what we have
zllr:eady said is concerned, but that we have not yet arrived at
the real dogmatic content of the doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception.Rather,the issue of alienation itself ukes us to the
central point. By saying that Mary is immaculately conceived,
we are saying that she enters into existence, not in a state of
alienation, but in a state of harmony, integration, and commu-
nion. She lives, always, even from the first moment of her exis
tence in her mothef's womb, from-and-to her relationships
with others2T-with God, herself, her fellow human beings, and
the whole created order-as a pefson made in the image of the
Triune God.This is the meaning of the phrase,"Xcripe Ke?Copl-
tropwq 6 K6prog petd oo0" (Cbaire fucharitomenii,lto Syrios
meta sou):"Be Graced,you,who enioy now the fuIl-fruits of a
blessedness that already super-abounds in youlThe Lord,with'
and-beyond youl"z8
The implications of this quality of the Immaculate Concep
tion reach far, indeed.The Immaculate Conception, we should
note, provides the answer to Fli"abeth's question in the follo'q/-
ing scene where she asks,"What is it about me (n60sv pot to0co
=potben moi touto) that the mother of my Lord might come to
nre?"2e At fifst glance, Mary's canticle may seem to beg
Elizabeth's question,as if to say,'Flizabeth,there is nothing about
jlou here at all, for it is really all ab out me i butthat reading of the
passage rnisses the essential point of the narrative, which
involves the meeting of Old Covenant and New in a single time
and place. Elizabeth is the wofilan of the Old Covenant, who,
27 Here, the Greek word drc or dl, especially as it is used in the Prologue ofJobn's
Gospel, communicates this concept.It implies there, not simply the concept of origin,
but the concept of a reciprocal movement.Thus,we can translate the famillarpassage
atJohn 1:13 as,"who notfrom-and-to blood,norfrom-and-tothewill of flesh,norfrom-
and-to the will of man, but from-and-to God were bom.'
4 Luke 1:28.
2g Luke l:43.
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according to God's established modots operandi,conceives a
child through normal human intercourse,in spite of her life-long
barrenness,lo giving birth to the last great prophet of the Old
Covenant,who will usher in the messianic age. Mary, however,is
the woman of the New Covenant,who, though not infertile, con-
ceives a child by the power of the HoIy Spirit, not rhrough
human intercourse, and gives birth to the Messiah and to
Redemption.As there is nothing beyond ttris New Man yet to
come, so there will be no subsequent women of the New
Covenant. She is the only one-the first and the last of them-
for she gives birth to the One who is both First and Iast.3r
Flizabeth,however,is one of many,but the last in that succession.
It is precisely this juxtaposition of frcts that brings the mys
tery of theVisitation clearly into view and binds it to the dogma
of the Immaculate Conception. Both Hjzabeth and Mary stand,
in their respective roles, as "collective personalitiesD-25 distinct
personifications of a communal reality.The communal reality for
which each one stands is the same: it is the people Israel. But
Hlizabeth represents Israel in its present mode of er<istence in
30 Cf., to give but 1q/s €yamFles, the story of the birth of Isaac to Saf,ah (Gen. lg:
l-15, 2l:la) and the story of the birth of Samuel to Hannah (l Sam. I : l-29).
3t rhe image of "the Flrst and the last" comes from Isaiah, where God represents
his "onliness" by this phrase: "I, only, am God, the First and the last' (Cf.4l:4,44:6,
48:12).It then appea.rs as a selfdesignation forJesus in the Book ofRevelation (l:ll,
l:17,2:a,22:13), where clearly, in light of its origins i:n Isaiah, its purpos€ can only be
to evince his divine nature.The phrase indicates not only God's uniqueness-that
there are no other true gods;that there has never been, nor ever will be any other like
him-but also his total transcendence of the cosmos. He is not bound by any limita-
uons, b€cause he is the source of all being. It is a slgn of his providential care, as he
holds history in his hands, and is present everywhere and in every moment of every
age. But this also means, in the NswTestament context to which Revelation bears wit-
ness,thatJesus totally encompasses tirne and space-that he is the Lord of History and
the purpose of creation itself. He is the pattern on which the world is constructed, the
measure of its success and meaning, and the goal toward which it is directed.At the
heart of the Book of Revelation is the hope that knows the nqrmess of the Eoloov(escbaton),wherein all three aspects of tlle world's felation to christ become defini-
tively furtegrated, such that the trials and tribulations tlnough which we pass in tfune
are lifted beyond time, to be embraced by God's etemal Love. From this perspective,
it becomes clear that Mary's motherhood of christ must be seen as bound up within
this eschatological now,and thus that there can neverbe another,and that it somehow
embraces the whole of time and space.
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the fallen world, while Mary represents Israel as she ought to
be-believing as she ought, and assenting as she ought.
Flizabeth's fesponse to God's call is the best we can muster in
our fallen state; it is partial, halting, and incomplete, always
pointing to the need for something more, and never fully able
io receive the gift God wishes to make of himself. Mary's
response, however, is perfect and without reservation: the very
"yes"the whole of creation had always yearned to uttef in spite
of itself.This "yes" was, indeed, a prerequisite for the Incarna-
tion, not on account of what God needs, but on account of
what God lntend's to do.The God of Iove only gives himself
where and to the extent that he is welcome; so his perfect
presence-his total circumincession with us as expressed in
the language of the Chalcedonian confession, where he
becomes 6poototov (bomoousion) with us according to his
manhood, just as he is,from eternity 6prootorov (bomoousion)
with the Father according to his diviniqf2-requires a perfect,
total, unbounded "yes" to his personal selfoffering- Only the
lmmaculate Conception makes that "yes" possible. But because
the Immaculate Conception occurs precisely insofar as
the unbounded love of God transcends, in the life of this pure
creature, all the limitations of fallenness that would subjugate
her to the law of material scarcity and finitude-what ttre New
Testament authors referred to as "the flesh" or "the law of
sin"-it is also the case that only the Immaculate Conception
makes that "yes" unbounded, both on the vertical and on the
horizontal axis, so that Mary's Magnificat is indeed a direct
answer to the question Flizabeth asks about herself'33
F'lizabeth is Mary and Mary 75 Flizabeth,in the setse of clrcum'
lncesslon or neprybptlct4 (pertcbor€sfs). Mary holds within
herself the aspirations of all those who long to believe, who
long to confess, who long to be truly good, who "hunger and
thirst for righteousness" and will be satisfied.3a It is precisely
32 See tlre Creed of the council of chalcedon as fepresented tn Denzinger,43rd
ed., S 3o1.
3rThe rgader should note, once again, that Mary's cantlcle (Luke 1:4655) comes as
a direct repty to Elizabeth's question about herself (Luke 1:43).
v C.f.Matt.5:6;Luke 6:21.The re'ader should note the reference being made in Luke
to the canticle,when we readJesus'saylngs at 6:21 and 6:25,whictt parallel the canti'
cle at l:53.
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this fact that makes the Magnificat the pr^yer of a church, holy
and unblemished in herself, but comprised of sinners like
ourselves; for we stand in Elizabeth,s place as Mary brings
Christ into our lives, even as we do not quite know how Io
accept him.
The kerygmatic center of the dogma of the Immaculate
Conception, then, finally becomes apparent.We arc a[l awure
of our own limitations in righteousness and faith.we rre all
awate how imperfectly we confess our faith and our sins.
hour meagedy we reject our sins, pr[sue our penances, or
offer God our love and personal presence. And we arc aJl
awate how haltingly we respond to his call to be holy, and to
be conformed to his own heart. one possible responsi to this
awareness is despair-to think ourselves reprobate and
surely to be lost, or else to disbelieve the Gospel altogether,
and restrict ourselves to Manr,s purely material horizon of
limited hope. But the dogma of the Immaculate Conception
means that the Church has the Faith because sorieon"
believes, and believes in communion with all the rest, and on
our behalf.We may live in alienation, but she does not, and in
this insight the enigmatic prophecy of Simeon finally seems
comprehensible:"a sword will pierce through [her] soul also,
so that, in this way, the hearts and deliberations of many
might, from their enclosure, be outwardly-turned."3s In hei
perfect confession and perfect faith, her perfect response and
love for God, unbounded because receplive of God's infinite
self-outpouring, all of my own halting attempts to make
response to God are given voice, and the gift she receives of
God's unbounded love becomes a gift I can receive as my
own, if only I would take her, with John at the foot of thi
Cross and Simeon at theTemple,into mf intimacy.r6
rs Luke 2:35:...6ulsdoetor popgaio 6zrorq &v dnoroxugO6orv ercrcp6r6v 8ror.ayroproi(dteleysetat bron pbala bopos an apokatwl)tbosln ek kardlon dlaloglsmod).
x lohn t9'27.
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